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was no law of love, there was no law at all except violence, the
power of the strongest. So lived Christian humanity for nineteen
centuries. It is true that in all times people were guided by violence
in arranging their lives.
"The difference between the Christian nations and all other
nations is only that in the Christian world the law of love was
expressed clearly and definitely, whereas it was not so expressed in
any other religious teaching, and that the people of the Christian
world have solemnly accepted this law, whilst at the same time they
have permitted violence, and built their lives on violence; and that
is why the whole life of the Christian peoples is a continuous contra-
diction between that which they profess and the principles on which
they order their lives—a contradiction between love accepted as the
law of life and violence which is recognized and praised, acknow-
ledged even as a necessity in different phases of life, such as the power
of rulers, courts, and armies. This contradiction always grew with
the development of the people of the Christian world, and lately,
it reached the ultimate stage.
" The question now evidently stands thus: either to admit that
we do not recognize any Christian teaching at all, arranging our lives
only by power of the stronger, or that all our compulsory taxes, court
and police establishments but mainly our armies, must be abolished.
"This year, in spring, at a scripture examination in a girls9 high
school at Moscow, the teacher and the bishop present asked the
girls questions on the Commandments, and especially on the Sixth,
'Thou shalt not kill.' After a correct answer the bishop generally put
another question, whether killing was always in all cases forbidden
by God's law, and the unhappy young ladies were forced by previous
instruction to answer, 'Not always'—that killing was permitted in
war and in execution of criminals. Still, when one of these unfortu-
nate young ladies—what I am telling is not an invention, but a fact
told me by an eyewitness—after her first examination was asked
the usual question, if killing were always sinful, she became agitated,
and blushing decisively answered, 'Always'; and to all the usual
sophisms of the bishop she answered with decided conviction, that
killing always was forbidden in the Old Testament and not only
killing was forbidden by Christ, but even every wrong against a
brother. Notwithstanding all his grandeur and art of speech, the
bishop became silent and the girl remained victorious. -

